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JESSE ARREGUÍN, Proponent 
Berkeley Green Downtown & Public Commons Initiative 

1528 Henry Street | Berkeley, CA  94709 
(510) 717-2910 | jarreguin@gmail.com 

 
July 21, 2014 

 
VIA EMAIL ONLY 
Zach Cowan, Esq. 
City Attorney, City of Berkeley 
2180 Milvia Street, Fourth Floor 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
 

RE:    Berkeley Green Downtown and Public Commons Initiative Ballot Question and City  
          Attorney Analysis – Demand for Action 

 
Dear Mr. Cowan: 
 
 As the named proponent of the Berkeley Green Downtown & Public Commons Initiative (the 
“Initiative”)1, which will be voted on at the November 4, 2014 General Municipal Election, and on behalf 
of the 3,700+ Berkeley voters who signed the petition to qualify this Initiative for the ballot, as well as on 
behalf of all citizens of Berkeley, who have a right to fair elections and to a city government which does 
not use public resources for political activity, demand is hereby made that the ballot question and the 
City Attorney Analysis be amended to comply with the requirements of the law. 
 

Legal Requirement of Neutrality Re: Ballot Measure Language 
 

State law mandates that “The ballots used when voting upon a proposed . . . city . . . ordinance 
submitted to the voters . . . as an initiative measure . . . shall have printed on them the words ‘Shall the . 
. . ordinance (stating the nature thereof . . .) be adopted?” (California Elections Code section 13119; 
emphasis added).  The ballot question as currently worded (the “Ballot Question”) does not state the 
nature of the ordinance, but rather misstates it, creating bias against the measure.  It includes factual 
errors, and the choice and ordering of topics, as well as characterizations and word choice, result in a 
negative and factually incorrect statement of the Initiative.  Further, the text of the Ballot Question 
adopted by the City Council was not the version written by your office, whose suggested ballot question 
also contained errors and prejudiced voters against the measure, but was less egregious.  The approved 
Ballot Question was drafted and introduced the night of the City Council meeting by the Mayor of 
Berkeley, the most prominent and vocal opponent of the Initiative.  It was passed by the Mayor’s allies 
on the City Council over the strenuous objections of other members of the Council, who spoke to the 
Ballot Question’s improper negative bias.  Also of extreme importance, the Ballot Question was voted on 
without any opportunity for the public to view and comment on the Mayor’s proposed language. The 
language was not included in the agenda packet and not made available to the public prior to adoption. 
It was presented after the conclusion of the public comment period and public comment was not 
reopened. All of these are required under the state Brown Act.  

 
  

                                                             
1 Your office formally titled the Initiative “Initiative Ordinance Amending Downtown Zoning Provisions and Creating 
Civic Center Historic District Overlay Zone”  
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The Ballot Question deprives those voters who support the measure of their rights to equal 

protection of the laws pursuant to the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, 
Section 7 of the California Constitution, as well as unconstitutionally infringing on their rights of free 
speech. 
 
 California courts have held that “the government may not ‘take sides’ in election contests or 
bestow an unfair advantage on one of several competing factions.” (Stanson v. Mott (1976) 17 Cal.3d 
206).  Specifically, “the wording on a ballot . . . cannot favor a particular partisan.” (Huntington Beach 
City Council v. Superior Court (2002) 94 Cal.App.4th 1417).  In the Huntington Beach case, the Court of 
Appeal found that a city’s use of the word “exemption” in the ballot question for a tax measure was a 
form of advocacy and must be stricken. In Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of Albany (1997) 
46 Cal.App.4th 1199, a Court of Appeal found that the city rejected the wording of the ballot question 
that “overtly endorsed arguments advanced by proponents of the measure” as it “had the effect of 
stating a partisan position.”  In the recent case McDonough v. Superior Court of Santa Clara (April 2012) 
204 Cal.App.4th 1169, the court held that both the ballot title and question were “impermissibly 
partisan,” stating that the ballot’s use of “the word ‘reform’ in both definition and connotation evokes a 
removal of defects or wrongs.” Citing Elections Code sections 9295 and 9051, the court in McDonough 
also declared that the ballot question “contains a more extensive flaw rendering it inconsistent with the 
applicable Elections Code provisions” in that it misleads the reader as to the principal objective of the 
measure. 
 
 Indeed, the phrasing of the ballot question may even constitute improper campaign activity by a 
governmental entity, which is explicitly prohibited by State Law: “[A]n officer, employee, or consultant 
of a local agency may not expend or authorize the expenditure of any of the funds of a local agency to 
support or oppose the approval or rejection of a ballot measure.” (See California Government Code 
section 54964; California Penal Code section 424; and Vargas v. City of Salinas (2009) 46 Cal.4th 1).  (See 
also, attached as Exhibit “A”, the “Cal-Tax Commentary” criticizing cities for their deceptive “ballot 
descriptions written to influence rather than inform” and decrying such biased and improper ballot 
descriptions.) 
 

The Ballot Question 
 

 
 The ballot question for the Initiative currently reads: 
 

“Shall an ordinance amending the Zoning Ordinance provisions for downtown Berkeley be 
adopted to: reduce height limits; impose significant new requirements for new buildings over 60 
feet; eliminate current historic resource determination for Green Pathway projects; establish a 
Civic Center Historic District Overlay; amend LEED requirements; change parking requirements; 
restrict some permitted uses; change prevailing-wage requirements for workers in specified 
categories; and reduce hours of operation for businesses selling or serving alcohol?” 

 
 There are many misstatements in this ballot question, including the very first statement about 
heights.  Under the Initiative, maximum allowable heights in all but one Downtown subarea remain the 
same or can be increased, via the Penthouse and Parking provision.  Only in the Corridor subarea are 
allowable heights lowered, by five feet.  This limited reduction in only one of four subareas is neither a 
significant feature of the Initiative, nor likely a salient feature for voters.  To begin the ballot question 
with a significant misrepresentation of the Initiative is highly prejudicial.  See Exhibit “B” for an analysis  
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of the entire ballot question, whose misstatements, negative characterizations, and highlighting of 
relatively minor features while omitting mention of features with more significant reach or impacts, 
create an unlawful bias against the Initiative that must be corrected.   
 

Note by comparison the Ballot Question written for 2010’s Measure R, which addressed almost 
identical issues and policies.  Because our Initiative is designed to codify the promises of Measure R and 
locks in many of the elements that were specifically listed in Measure R, it should be fair, accurate and 
consistent to adopt a similar tone, phrasing and terminology.  2010 Measure R’s ballot question reads: 
 

“Shall the City of Berkeley adopt policies to revitalize the downtown and help make Berkeley 
one of the greenest cities in the United States by meeting our climate action goals; 
concentrating housing, jobs and cultural destinations near transit, shops and amenities; 
preserving historic resources; enhancing open space; promoting green buildings; and calling for 
2 residential buildings and 1 hotel no taller than our existing 180 foot buildings and 2 smaller 
office buildings up to 120 feet?” 

 
As a right guaranteed by the California State Constitution, a citizen’s initiative should be 

afforded the same standards of neutrality and lack of bias as a measure written and put forward by the 
Council Majority.  The currently worded ballot question is false, misleading, and biased against the 
Initiative, and must be amended to comply with the law.  We believe that the following is as fair, 
accurate and unbiased as 2010’s Measure R Ballot Question.  The following is therefore the Ballot 
Question language which should be adopted:   
 

Ballot Question Language A: 
“Shall an ordinance amending Berkeley’s Zoning Ordinance to implement Berkeley’s Green 
Vision for the Downtown, specify community benefits, adopt strong green building standards to 
help meet climate action goals, ensure affordable and family-sized housing, provide funding for 
streets and open spaces and for loans to small businesses, ensure jobs for local workers at 
prevailing wages, promote revitalization of our downtown, and preserve Berkeley’s historic Civic 
Center for civic uses, including the Post Office,  be adopted?” 

 
Alternatively, our second choice of ballot language that is accurate, non-misleading, unbiased, 

and is adapted from the City Attorney’s originally proposed Ballot Question language, is the following: 
 

Ballot Question Language B: 
“Shall an ordinance amending Berkeley’s Downtown Zoning Ordinance provisions to: modify 
permit procedures and heights; require additional public benefits including affordable housing 
and fees to fund open space and loans to small businesses; increase green building standards; 
require payment of prevailing wages for certain employees; increase bicycle, handicapped, car 
share and vehicle parking; and adopt an overlay in the Civic Center Historic District allowing only 
civic uses and limiting heights to 50 feet, be adopted?” 
 
While we feel that the proposed Ballot Question Language A is the most similar in tone, 

structure and word choice to the 2010 Measure R Ballot Question Language, we recognize that the 
Measure R Ballot Language very likely would not have stood up to legal challenge.  Therefore, we would 
be satisfied with Ballot Question Language B.   
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The unfair advantage given to Measure R by its Ballot Question language renders efforts such as 

this Initiative even more difficult, even if challenges to the 2010 ballot language at this time are moot.  
Fairness might dictate that our Initiative be afforded the same advantages, to counter the effects of this 
extreme bias that continues to shape the public’s perception of Measure R.  However, we do not seek 
the same unfair advantage; we are satisfied to adhere to the legal standards of neutrality and lack of 
bias.  We hope the City Attorney will join us in ensuring that the rights guaranteed to California Citizens 
and to the Citizens of Berkeley are fully respected in this process. 

 
 

The City Attorney’s Analysis 
 
 In addition to the ballot question violation of legal requirements, the City Attorney’s Analysis of 
the Initiative (the “Analysis”) suffers from numerous factual errors and extreme bias in the choice and 
ordering of topics and in word choice and terminology.  Again, the City Attorney’s Analysis of 2010’s 
Measure R provides a useful point of reference.  Features which were described repeatedly as “public 
benefits” in the analysis of Measure R are described in this Analysis as “fees and exactions.”  This is just 
one of many examples of the clear and evident bias embedded in the City Attorney’s Analysis of the 
Initiative.   
 
 Attached as Exhibit “C” is the current version of the Analysis.  Attached as Exhibit “D” is the City 
Attorney’s Analysis of 2010 Measure R.  Attached as Exhibit “E” is a comprehensive, accurate and 
unbiased analysis of the Initiative that lays out all provisions in simple language, and creates neither 
favor, nor disfavor, toward the Initiative.  It tracks the ordering of Initiative, is structured exactly like the 
Measure R Analysis, and uses language/terminology found in the Measure R analysis and in the Zoning 
Code and Initiative.  Finally, below is an analysis of the biased and legally inadequate City Attorney’s 
Analysis.  Because the Analysis is so flawed in its choice and ordering of topics, as well as in its 
omissions, highly prejudicial language, and numerous inaccuracies throughout, we do not believe there 
is any reworking of the City Attorney’s Analysis that would meet legal standards of neutrality and 
fairness to voters.  Therefore, no adaptation or edited version is proposed, and we request that the 
version attached as Exhibit “E” be used as written, in its entirety.    
  

The current City Attorney’s Analysis is objectionable for at least the following reasons: 
 

Incorrect Statements/Characterizations 
 

1. The Analysis begins with a statement that currently allowed heights are 75 and 60 feet, 
and that “The Initiative would reduce heights to 60’ in the Downtown, and 50’ in the Buffer Subarea.”  
This is incorrect and implies that 60’ is the maximum height limit.  Heights are modified in a variety of 
ways, and overall, maximum allowable heights are increased under the Initiative. The Parking and 
Penthouse provision, which all buildings are eligible for in all subareas, allows for ten additional feet in 
height.  This includes ten feet above all 180’, 120’, 75’, 60’ or 50’ limits.  As a result, buildings can be, 
respectively, 190’, 130’, 85’, 70’ and 60’. In addition, the initiative continues to permit five buildings of 
exceptional height to exceed the 75’ maximum height limit. Therefore, some maximum heights are 
increased, some remain the same, and only one is reduced – in the Corridor subarea the current 75 feet 
maximum would be reduced to 70 feet.  While it can be stated that heights will be modified by the 
Initiative, to say that heights are reduced is simply incorrect.  The main difference between the existing 
code and the Initiative is in the permitting requirements for various heights under the Green Pathway, 
not the heights themselves.  
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   2. The Analysis suggests that additional community benefits are required only of buildings 

seeking height above 60 feet (which, of course, is allowed by the initiative, contrary to the Analysis’ 
initial statement about heights).  This is incorrect.  Projects below 60 feet can also be permitted under 
the Green Pathway, should they elect it.  So, while electing the Green Pathway is the only way to obtain 
bonus height above 60 feet, the community benefits are required of all Green Pathway projects, not just 
those over 60 feet. The community benefits are tied to the Green Pathway, not to height.   

 
3. The Analysis states that “additional affordable housing (including units with more 

bedrooms)” is required under the Green Pathway.  This is incorrect.  No new affordable housing is 
required.  What is new under the Initiative is that the required affordable housing must be built on site, 
and cannot be waived through payment of an in-lieu fee.  The Initiative’s requirement that certain 
buildings provide 20% “family-sized” units is not tied to the affordable housing requirement.  It is a 
separate requirement.  Further, the Analysis states that the affordable housing and family housing are 
both required of projects over 60 feet.  This is incorrect.  While affordable housing is required of all 
Green Pathway projects, only projects seeking additional bonus height to build over 75 feet are required 
to provide family-sized housing. 

 
4. The Analysis states that the Initiative includes “increased local hire and apprenticeship 

requirements for construction workers” in buildings over 60 feet.  This is incorrect.  Local hire is 
increased from 30-50% for Green Pathway projects of any height - and apprenticeship requirements 
remain unchanged from existing law. 

 
5. The Analysis states that buildings over 60 feet must attain “LEED Platinum rather than 

LEED Gold ratings.”  This is incorrect.  All buildings are required to attain LEED Gold, at any height.  Only 
buildings above 75 feet are required to attain LEED Platinum. 

 
6. The Analysis states that the Initiative requires “additional disabled, electric vehicle and 

car sharing spaces.”  This is incorrect.  The required number of disabled and car share spaces is the same 
as current requirements, however the initiative ensures that all the required spaces are built on site and 
cannot be waived. Electric vehicle spaces on the other hand are not currently required.  Thus, electric 
vehicle charging spaces is a new requirement, not something that is increased.   

 
7. The Analysis states that buildings over 60 feet are required to include public restrooms 

and pay an additional fee for streets and open space improvements.  This is incorrect.  These 
requirements apply only to Green Pathway buildings seeking additional bonus height over 75 feet.   

 
8. The Analysis states that a new in-lieu open space fee is imposed on all projects.  This is 

incorrect.  The fee already exists in the code however the rate is not specified.  The Initiative sets the fee 
rate at $30 per square foot of open space not provided on site, adjusted annually for inflation.  Thus, the 
fee is not new, only the rate.   

 
Other factual inaccuracies may be present – the above are drawn from the most significant 

mistakes.  It appears that the writer did not have a clear understanding of the Initiative, in addition to 
seeking to create bias against the Initiative through the selection, ordering and omission of topics 
addressed by the Initiative.   
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Biased Selection and Ordering of Topics, Extraneous Material and Important Omissions 

        The Analysis has grouped topics under headings that are arbitrary and subjective, do not relate to 
the structure or significant features of the Initiative or of the code sections that are being amended, and 
appear to be designed to highlight what the authors of the Analysis believe will be unpopular elements 
of the Initiative – including elements they are mistaken about.  In addition, items voters might be more 
interested in are hidden under headings that are not applicable, rather than being separated out under 
what would be relevant headings.  A significant portion of the analysis consists of extraneous material, 
taking up words that could otherwise be used to clarify and explain the Initiative.  For example, two 
sentences are devoted to explaining a feature of the currently existing code . . . which is unchanged by 
the Initiative.  Inclusion of this type of unnecessary verbiage robs voters of the opportunity to obtain 
important information relevant to their voting decision.  Finally, the Analysis fails to mention many 
elements of the Initiative, or mentions them incorrectly or out of order.  

        The following discussion highlights a few instances of these defects.  

1.      The first heading of the Analysis is “Heights.”  As explained above, information provided 
about heights is incorrect.  The main point being made is that heights overall are being reduced, which is 
not true.  Two of the four sentences addressing “heights” are devoted to explaining existing code.  One 
explains that something existing is not changed, which is extraneous information.  Only one sentence is 
devoted to an (erroneous) statement about the Initiative’s effect on heights.  

Further, neither the code nor the Initiative begins with a discussion of heights.  The order in 
which the Initiative’s code changes are written is the order in which the affected code sections appear in 
the current Zoning Code.  The Initiative’s authors did not reorder the language of the initiative to put the 
“most popular” items first – in fact, the most salient item for voters appears last in the Initiative.  

Selecting heights as the first topic has the effect of suggesting the issue of heights is either a 
major feature of the Initiative, or that the Initiative will result in significant reductions to existing 
heights, implying a reduction in the amount of housing built.  Both are untrue. In reality the most 
important features of the Initiative relate to the public benefit requirements for projects, not to 
heights. The proposed unbiased version of the analysis provided at Exhibit “ E“ lists features of the 
Initiative in the order in which they appear in the code, and makes no value judgments about which 
items “should” come first.  We believe this is the most accurate and unbiased way to explain the 
Initiative. However, if there was an intent to order the Analysis such that the element of the Initiative 
most important to voters appeared first, clearly the first item of the Analysis should be the Civic Center 
Overlay.  Putting the limited issue of heights first, called-out under a heading, which further emphasizes 
the supposed importance of modifications to height, is misleading and creates bias, especially when the 
only supposedly factual information within four sentences that addresses heights is patently incorrect. 

Finally, after the “discussion” of heights, this section of the Analysis devotes more than half of 
its words to a description of the Green Pathway provisions of the existing code and changes introduced 
by the Initiative.  In addition to the numerous inaccuracies discussed above, there is no appropriate 
heading to announce that the topic has switched from “heights” to general information about the Green 
Pathway, including information about public benefits.  The effect is to bury information on a critical 
element of the Initiative in a largely unrelated topic under the wrong heading. This is unfair to the voters 
and does not provide them with critical information to make an informed decision. An accurate heading 
would be “Green Pathway Provisions and Public Benefits.”  
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Once again, in the discussion of the Green Pathway, long sentences are devoted to explaining 
what the code already provides, and then inaccurately describing how the Initiative would change 
them.  This takes up valuable space which could be used to more fully describe the Initiative itself.  

2.      Additional headings which appear in the Analysis, in the following order, are 
“Retroactivity,” “Pre-application landmarks review,” “Downtown C-DMU Zoning District,” “Fees and 
Exactions,” and “Historic District Overlay.”  “Retroactivity” as a heading tends to suggest that the 
Initiative applies retroactively to projects already approved.  This is untrue.  The language provided 
under the heading correctly states that the Initiative’s provisions apply only to pending or future 
projects.  This is the standard expectation of voters, and the Initiative does not apply retroactively to any 
projects that have already received their permits.  Thus, the choice of this heading is extremely 
misleading, and then highlights information that is generally assumed to be true, and contrary to what 
the heading suggests.  In this way, both the heading and the analysis provided are erroneous and/or 
take up valuable space that should be devoted to accurately describing substantive elements of the 
Initiative. 

Pre-Application Landmarks Review, the next heading, touches on an important topic – 
Landmarks Review – but focuses on a technical matter – pre-application - which makes no sense to most 
voters.  The manner in which it is described, and the omission of the fact that by eliminating the Pre-
Application process projects become subject to the standard landmarks preservation review process 
applicable throughout the City of Berkeley, create the impression that Green Pathway projects will no 
longer be subject to any Landmarks Preservation review whatsoever.  This is untrue.  In fact, the Pre-
Application review process in the current Downtown code is an expedited and truncated review process 
of questionable legal validity, as it impacts a process prescribed by State CEQA laws.  Under the Initiative 
the Pre-Application process is eliminated, which means the existing Landmarks Preservation process is 
reinstated.  The Analysis introduces this issue but provides confusing and incomplete information, 
creating a sense that buildings with landmarks concerns will be permitted without proper landmarks 
review – which, if true, would tend to bend opinion against the Initiative.  The effect of this discussion is 
therefore biased and incorrect. 

Downtown C-DMU Zoning District is the next heading of the Analysis.  A great deal of 
information is listed under this heading, and some important information is omitted. A long list of 
elements is provided in a run-on sentence, rather than being arranged in bullet points or other more 
readable format.  Many of these elements are among those of the most interest to voters, but buried in 
a long paragraph, the information is made difficult to read and understand.  Some of the elements listed 
as new or increased are incorrect, and at least one very important provision, the Parking and Penthouse 
Provision, is not mentioned at all.  Again, this section is written in a manner designed to confuse and 
obfuscate rather than elucidate, and the factual errors are unacceptable. 

The Analysis continues with the extremely biased and prejudicial heading: Fees and Exactions.  
Incredibly, these same types of features described under this Analysis are repeatedly referred to as 
“Public Benefits” in the City Attorneys’ Analysis which you wrote for 2010’s Measure R.  The terms used 
in the existing code and the Initiative, which are the most common terms of art for these elements, are 
“Community Benefits” and “Public Benefits.”  To label these same elements as “Fees and Exactions” is 
perhaps the most extreme example of the extremely biased nature of the Analysis.   Once again, items 
listed below this heading are a hodge-podge of inaccurate or only semi-accurate statements.  A 
reference is made questioning the “legal validity” of some of the described elements, a contention 
which has been put forward in other forums but to our knowledge is unsupported by any known code or 
case law references. 
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The last heading in the Analysis relates to the Civic Center Historic District Overlay. This is one of 
the most important parts of the initiative, yet it is buried at the end of a two-page analysis without any 
prior mention, and is barely described. The language describing the Overlay e also omits critical 
information, does not highlight the key elements of the proposal, and is written in an unfavorable 
manner. While the language states that the overlay zone will “limit permissible uses” in the commercial 
parts of the zone, it does not specify what types of uses will be prohibited, nor does it mention the uses 
that would be allowed and are civic in nature. It also suggests that it would “permit new uses in the 
residential parts of the zone,” insinuating that new high impact uses which may be inappropriate would 
be permitted, when in reality the uses allowed are those that currently exist. It makes no mention of the 
fact that heights in the overlay zone will be capped at 50 feet, another important part of the proposal. 
The current language is not an impartial representation of the Overlay proposal and is a disservice to the 
voters and their legal right to neutrality and fair elections.  

While this is a long list of defects, it is not exhaustive.  Additional examples of biased selection 
and ordering of topics, extraneous material and important omissions exist.  However, because we do 
not feel that any rewording or rewrite of the current Analysis would be sufficient to correct such a large 
volume of structural, linguistic and factual defects, it is not necessary to identify and critique each 
instance.  The above provides sufficient evidence of the significant, pervasive and irreparable defects 
which lead to the conclusion that only an entirely new, comprehensive, rationally and fairly organized, 
clearly and accurately written version will fulfill the legal mandates of neutrality, fairness and lack of 
bias. 

Negative, Instead of Neutral Terminology and References 

        The most egregious example of use of negative terminology, as highlighted above, is the use of the 
term “Fees and Exactions” to describe Public Benefits or Community Benefits.  The word “requirements” 
is used throughout, where words such as measures, elements, features, and benefits would be more 
accurate and/or would provide variation without changing meaning, and carry less negative 
connotations.  Most provisions are postured negatively, emphasizing either tangential information while 
omitting key points, highlighting what the initiative “gets rid of” without mentioning what it provides, 
and generally casting a pallor over the entire Analysis.  

One extreme example of the pervasive negativity and failure to fully explain a significant 
element of the Initiative in a fair, neutral or comprehensive manner is the description of the Civic Center 
Historic District Overlay.  The Overlay covers all of the important historic buildings in Berkeley’s 
downtown Civic Center, and ensures that they will be reserved for civic, public-serving uses, even if sold 
into private hands.  While the Initiative lists each building, and specifies the uses which are allowed, the 
description in the Analysis provides no information about the buildings included in the Historic District 
Overlay, and describes the effect of the prescribed uses as “limiting” permissible uses in commercial 
areas, and “expanding” uses in residential areas, without any description of what they are “limited” or 
“expanded” to. In fact, the uses prescribed by the Initiative for the Overlay are likely to be welcomed in 
both the Commercial and “Residential” areas that are covered.  Failing to identify the permitted uses, 
which is what the Overlay does in clear terms, creates a very negative impression, and fails to inform 
voters of significant elements of the Initiative which, even when described in completely matter of fact 
and neutral terms, are likely to be positively viewed.  While the description of the initiative cannot be 
embellished to cast a positive or negative light, a straightforward and factual description of an element 
of the initiative which may be popular (or unpopular) is entirely called for.  To deny a factual and 
comprehensive description of this element has the effect of creating a negative bias and withholding 
important factual information which is likely to influence voter choice. 
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A full and fair description of the Civic Center Historic District Overlay would explain what the 
Historic District includes, as is done in the Initiative language, and describe or list the permitted uses,.  In 
fact, the uses allowed are most likely popular – civic uses such as museums, libraries, government 
offices, courts, not for profits, live performance theatres and public markets.  To omit any reference to 
the uses which are specifically prescribed in the Initiative, and only note that uses are “limited” or 
“expanded”  creates negative bias and is both misleading and inaccurate.  A straightforward and 
complete description of the Civic Center Overlay is found in the preferred City Attorney Analysis 
provided as Exhibit “E.”    

Legal Remedies 
 

 State law provides voters with the authority to seek a writ of mandate alleging that an error or 
omission has occurred, or is about to occur, in the printing of ballot materials, or that any neglect of 
duty has occurred, or is about to occur. (California Elections Code section 13314).  We are confident that 
if required to seek judicial relief, we not only will prevail in court, but will be entitled to recover 
attorneys’ fees and costs from the City pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5 (the “private 
attorney general” statute). 

Demand for Relief 
 

 In order to avoid litigation, we demand that the ballot question and City Attorney’s Analysis be 
amended forthwith to cure the fatal flaws that now exist.  The alternatives we have provided make the 
ballot question and analysis fair and accurate and would obviate the need for litigation.  Should the City 
not amend the question and analysis to be fully compliant with applicable standards, we will seek 
judicial relief in the Alameda County Superior Court.  
 
 We will be carefully monitoring the City’s actions in this regard, and we look forward to hearing 
from you by the close of business on Thursday, July 24, 2014, with regard to what the City intends to do 
about the ballot question and Analysis. 
 
 In the meantime, we trust that you will advise the City Clerk and County Registrar not to send 
the ballot question, the Analysis or any other ordinance-related ballot materials to the printer pending 
resolution of this matter.  Thank you for your prompt attention to this issue, and if we may provide 
additional information, or if you would like to discuss the matter, please feel free to contact us. 
 
  Sincerely, 

  

 Proponent  
 Berkeley’s Green Downtown & Public Commons Initiative 

 
cc: Tom Bates, Mayor 

Linda Maio, Councilmember  Kriss Worthington, Councilmember 
Darryl Moore, Councilmember  Gordon Wozniak, Councilmember 
Max Anderson, Councilmember  Christine Daniel, Berkeley City Manager 
Laurie Capitelli, Councilmember  Mark Numainville, Berkeley City Clerk 
Susan Wengraf, Councilmember  Tim Dupuis, Alameda County Registrar of Voters  

 
Attachments:  Exhibit A Cal-Tax Article; Exhibit B Analysis of Ballot Question; Exhibit C City Attorney’s 
Current Analysis; Exhibit D City Attorney’s Analysis of Measure R; Exhibit E Unbiased Analysis  


